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Case Study: Healing from the Trauma of Incest Index 

To index video – particularly multiple videos depicting a process of clinical hypnotherapy extending over several sessions 

– presents unique challenges. But we live in an age of technological wonder. Whereas not that long ago you would have 

had to wear out the Fast Forward and Reverse buttons on the trusty VHS player hoping to find content you vaguely 

recall; you now can take advantage of a content log (the work that follows below), conveniently using a mouse to drag 

an indicator to within a few seconds of exactly what you want to view.  

The video from this particular Case Study was annotated so as to point out exactly what you will benefit from attending 

to; subtle skills and strategies you might otherwise overlook. In other words, if your intent is to approximate Dr 

Kweethai’s process in your own practice, your focus needs to be more on her than on the client. But you cannot just 

watch what she does and take notes. Rather you need to develop discernment and a capacity for inference; i.e., 

analyzing the full interaction as opposed to merely trying to remember what occurred.  

Put another way, most people view a video like this in sequence and in its entirety. You take a few notes, then shake 

your head in awe or frustration; wondering “What the heck do I do with it now!?” That frustration represents a lack of 

confidence in your memory. You assume that what you have viewed can be easily replicated by performing the exact 

same steps and script. But that’s not how it works. 

Dr Kweethai’s work is unique in several aspects.  

1) In addition to strategies common to any hypnotherapy training (sentence completions, Gestalt therapy, etc.), Dr 

Kweethai applies the language of change, eastern energy work and soul retrieval. These techniques are easy enough to 

learn, but rely on the following to effectively produce change in a client.  

2) Dealing with what emerges is intuitively appealing but quite difficult to implement. The human psyche is inherently 

egocentric; the ability to remain separate from the client’s issues, to keep the focus on the client alone, requires 

considerable practice and mindfulness. Yes, Dr Kweethai tells stories from her own experience, but always in deference 

to the needs of the client. Another aspect is the ability to conduct sessions with no personal agenda. Traditional K-12 

schooling creates an unconscious bias toward rightness as opposed to correctness. Conducting a session of 

hypnotherapy the right way means following a rigid sequence that would earn you an A in class. But when dealing with 

what emerges, the right way is often incorrect. Rather, correctness is relevant to each individual client. Meaning…the 

path to a happy client requires that you adapt the sequence to the client, not the other way around. If that solves a 

different problem than what the client initially presented, your choices are still correct if the client has experienced 

positive change.  

3) The difference between the right process and the correct sequence comes down to Intuition. Dealing with human 

emotions is messy, subjective, non-linear, even non-sensical. Attending to vocal and body language, word choices and 

micro-expressions and revelation vs deception is simply too much sensory data to process consciously. Dr Kweethai 

claims to go into trance along with the client. The subconscious mind processes all that information much more quickly 

and accurately than the conscious mind. And that is why, at the risk of a reductionist explanation [Intuition is similar to 

luck; defined as When preparation meets opportunity], the sequencing of Dr Kweethai’s strategies, stories and 

affirmations is as much a surprise to her as it is to her students. 

Most of Dr Kweethai’s videos – available through iChange Publishing – depict her conducting teaching demonstrations; 

so the viewer has the benefit of listening to a class debrief the session afterward. This series has a debriefing component 

as well; but the unique aspect is the inclusion of overlaid commentary in real time, rather than solely after the fact.  
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That commentary takes several forms.  

1) Captions ; Sometimes to clarify utterances made at too low a volume to decipher. Sometimes to emphasize 

language (by either Dr Kweethai or the client) that is significant. 

2) Overlays ;  Annotation that points out, or very briefly explains, terminology and strategies. 

3) Slide Inserts ; At some points a longer explanation is necessary, so the inserts interrupt the video. 

4) Clips ; In the Debrief videos as a specific strategy is discussed, a flashback clip is inserted as a reminder. 

Be aware of the color coding to help you recognize what you are looking for.  

Finally, though you might still print it out, this document is most useful in electronic form. It is not an alphabetical Index. 

Rather, depending on your software, you might use Search or Find to locate content of interest.  

 

Editor’s note: This document is a work in progress. I am releasing it now because any headway has been slow and 

infrequent. I finished the preceding Intro about 2 months ago. Then other projects took priority. The log, as it is 

presented below, is essentially a cleaned up version of the last organizing document as I completed the videos. It was 

never intended to serve as an ‘Index’; so the next step, when I get some time, is to go back and identify starting points. 

My first step was to ‘scrub’ thru the video, transcribing utterances every minute on video from 2-3 cameras so I could 

then synchronize the recordings. That is why you will very often find yourself asking “Why did he include this? It doesn’t 

seem very important or noteworthy.” If and when I get back to this project, the ‘starting points’ will create greater 

cohesiveness. So, with those caveats in mind…  

 

Day 1-1 :20  Courtney completing Intake form (no audio) 

:29  KT Scanning intake form (no audio) 
:35  Begin with casual conversation 

  She’s told you about how I whack people.   (dowsing) [strong hum from HVAC] 
:41  What I’m going to do Energy dowsing 
:48  Baseline Energy Blockages 

1:34  I call them Chi suckers 
1:00  Bubble of Chi 
1:34  Chi Suckers 
2:14  Arrows point at ‘healthy’ zone 
2:17  Dowsing edge of energy field 
2:33  Teaching client to expand energy 
2:33  Keep the smile and open your eyes 
2:52  Chakra blockages 
3:03  Third eye 
3:04  Flaring rods = chakra blockage 
3:06  Throat 
3:08  Heart 
3:11  Solar Plexus 
3:14  Groin 
3:36  What brings you here today 
3:51  Helping client identify main concern 
4:07  I recently got divorced. 
4:13  Sexless marriage 
4:47  Establishing Mental Expectancy 
5:15  Establishing Safe Space 
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5:21  Session was part of a professional training 
5:24  … They are hand trained by me and I trust them. 
5:35  (start of energy measurement explanation) 
6:07  Helping client own her insight 
6:12  What you think about affects how you feel 
6:23  It is magical. It is not magic. 
6:28  Starting to engage the client’s imagination 
6:56  Case story to engage client 
7:25  After the first long day with me she came back… 
8:17  Explaining the process 
8:24  I just need to know somewhat. 
8:37  Client education: What is Hypnotherapy? 
9:23  So I’m speaking to your soul, working with your spirit 
9:24  Soulful conversation 
9:39  I believe that 
9:42  Rapport established 
9:45  (return to explanation of chakra measurement) 
9:47  Relating chakra blockages to life situations 

10:06  Third eye chakra 
10:25  It is obvious what I do is my purpose in life. 
10:48  What is Spiritual Maturity? 
11:22  Six words, Om Mani Padme Hum 
11:38  Like the Lotus   Metaphor for the client’s struggle 
12:12  Spiritual maturity is when we don’t need to talk about spiritual maturity 
12:19  Spiritual maturity is when you cultivate yourself enough that you rise above the muddy 

muck of life. 
12:52  So, today is a very exciting day for you 
12:55  Client agrees – Rapport affirmed 
13:08  New name to accompany a new identity 
13:20  You look like a Mary more than you look like a Courtney. 
13:47  Third eye chakra 
14:13  When you have not yet attained a sense of peace within yourself, someone says 

something, and you get totally off kilter 
15:22  Our goal is to get you to a place where, hey, if you like me, fine… 
15:35  Learn how to walk in the middle of the road 
15:42  Client agreement 
15:55  Throat chakra blockage 
16:03  Old self = Courtney, New self = Mary 
16:21  You don’t say how you feel at the time you feel it. 
16:49  When you hurt, you hurt silently 
17:13  Until you learn how to voice; until you learn how to speak up for yourself; crying is 

probably the best thing for you. 
17:23  So never apologize for your tears. 
18:05  I can actually put my hand and palpate when people have stuck energies on their back 
18:22  I may or may not whack you today, 
18:26  A lot of this work is spiritual 
18:28  Sacred Contract 
18:46  How much do you trust God? 
18:55  Challenging client to find truth 
19:14  Guiding client to speak her truth 
19:17  Trusting God more means trusting yourself more 
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19:24  God’s inside you. 
19:33  Help you see the truth 
19:38  People suffer because they lie to themselves. 
20:02  Humor enhances relaxation 
20:20  God allows us the choice to make our own mistakes 
20:44  You do have choice 
20:49  Leading client toward taking ownership 
21:21  … Learn to accept the gift that God has given us…the gift of choice 
21:52  I’m fat. You’re ugly. I can go on a diet. 
22:17  What have you learned this morning so far? 
22:22  Guiding client to reflect and integrate learning 
22:27  C: this is all spiritual growth. 
22:42  Positive & Specific Feedback 
23:06  Re-patterning 
23:08  I think it is a lie that you are a forgetter. 
23:12  Revising client’s negative self-concept 
23:16  Tears indicate energy shift 
23:23  I know you’re right. 
24:20  You got it in 10 minutes. 
24:26  Client excited about change 
24:32  For the benefit of students… 
24:39  Establish safety in the space 
24:53  Sacred contract 
25:13  Empowering client 
25:24  God gives you the choice to allow yourself to be healed. 
25:34  We never had a manual in parenting 
26:17  Helicopter mothers 
26:20  … Hovering over them, never allowing them the experience of learning from their 

errors 
26:28  God is the perfect parent…free will 
26:38  Some of us want other people to choose for us 
27:10  Self power = Responsibility 
27:17  I stepped in the poo. I stink. I have to clean it up 
27:52  Give children choice, and allow them to experience the consequences 
28:03  What have you just learned? 
28:20  C: It was my choice to stay in the mud. I have a choice to get it off of me. 
28:27  How does that feel to speak your truth? 
29:09  In what way are they lies? 
29:13  C: I chose to let them. 

 

Day 1-2   

:20  How much responsibility do you own in your own misery? 
:58  Support client’s self competence 

1:15  Empowering client to speak up or herself 
1:24  I have stayed clean and sober for 16 years 
1:58  Creating a new perspective 
2:23  (Attending AA) That’s good. C: I give back. 
2:41  It’s okay to remember. It’s not okay to be attached to the identity. 
2:52  Would you like a new identity? 
3:24  You don’t have to constantly remind yourself of where you were. 
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3:35  You want to re-wire your brain for new things 
3:44  Most of my life I have been an A student. 
4:23  The day I didn’t get an A I thought I had shamed all Chinese student 
5:20  Now I talk about it, I don’t burn. 
5:48  If I had been raped that day instead of just flunking my test… 
6:04  It’s very perverse way of keeping your mind in a traumatized state 
6:20  … But I don’t want to be that person sitting there. 
6:46  No need to relive trauma 
7:10  But if you keep talking about it, and keep abreacting, and keep feeling it 
7:16  It’s a perverse way of keeping your brain in a traumatized state 
7:53  War stories 
8:22  And your success story will be an inspiration to help many others who have suffered as 

you have suffered. 
  My career does not determine who I am. 

8:40  Do not allow your past to define your present. 
8:46  Do not allow your past to govern your future. 
9:13  Discriminate Past – Present - Future 
9:24  I get to determine who I am 
9:42  What have you just learned? 

10:06  Many people are like a frog under a coconut shell. 
10:22  That space is the frog’s whole new world. 
10:49   Would you like to be that little frog? Step out from under the coconut shell 
11:20  … Because you’re smart, as I can see… 
11:34  Client claims her peace 
11:41  (Segue) 
11:46  Tell me about the men you have attracted into your life 
11:54  It can be real names, fake names, it really doesn’t matter. 
12:06  He was fun and exciting 
12:21  Man. Pills. Booze 
12:39  Ex-NBA. Pills. Booze 
12:55  C: I didn’t want to come out and actually tell him the truth. 
13:49  Pills. Booze. No sex. 
13:50  He would never give me sex 
13:56  So what was the relationship? 
14:10  This line of questioning is intentional. Dr. Kweethai is establishing the client’s 

definitions of terminology.  
14:28  Definition of sex 
15:00  Have you had sex with other men; what you would consider to be normal sex? 
15:09  C: I met someone right after I got separated. 
15:37  How do you imagine good sex to be? 
15:59  Magic Fingers 
16:07  C: how much better could it be then climbing the walls? 

  Do you masturbate? No 
16:33  Mutual masturbation 
17:10  It seems he cannot have intimacy with you without the use of booze or pills. 
17:13  Man. High. Drunk. 
17:26  So, something you have learned about yourself, in your relationship with Clarence. 
17:45  Sober sex not good 
17:59  It’s just plugging a hole. 
18:09  So you’ve been with Rob, married, so many years… 
18:42  Establishing truth 
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18:52  Intentional sequence of questions to help client examine her own assumptions. This 
will aid later goal-setting and intentions. 

19:09  I have a new one. He’s only online. 
19:21  C: he’s very smart. 
19:36  So it’s a virtual relationship. 
20:00  Positive & specific intention based on prior questions 
20:20  Ask yourself the question, what have you got to offer? 
20:25  Mirror Test 
20:33  So where do you meet your romantic contacts? 
21:09  How long before you know your dates do you have sex with them? 
21:21  So you really never had an emotional relationship with anyone 
22:17  You can’t buy fresh fruit if you go to a dried fruit store. 
22:25  C: that makes sense. 

  Note the analogy. Dr. Kweethai draws a parallel without criticizing the client’s behavior. 
23:31  He tells you he’s smart. He tells you he is an engineer. 
23:35  Well…he’s Asian…Asians are smart 
24:12  Gently guiding client to question her own assumptions 
24:31  What’s that got to do with the price of beans? 
24:39  Clarifying Intentions 
25:32  They were in my office because they were on the verge of divorce. 
26:05  Until you know what you want, it doesn’t matter what you get.  
26:24  The client initiated the topic of Relationships. The subsequent discussion lead her to 

frame current and past relationships and to own her choices. At this point, she must 
look to the future and use what she has just learned to make better choices.  

26:38  What do you want for yourself? 
26:45  You want a relationship with a man. 
26:48  Intentions must be Specific 
28:41  Sometimes I will interrupt you in the middle of a sentence. It’s not because I’m rude; 

it’s because I sense a shift in energy. 
28:57  Reinforcing the Client / Therapist relationship 
29:10  Today’s the day you can go shopping for a new life. In this new life, what do you see for 

yourself? 
29:45  What are some things about the person’s lifestyle that are non-negotiable for you? 
30:22  C: I could take someone that drinks 
30:54  C: But what if my heart loves him? 
31:00  C: I have to accept that part of him. 
31:13  Other people can handle other people drinking. Not you. 
31:43  But to bring someone into your house who drinks is poison. 
32:30  As a client struggles to form positive verbalizations, the therapist makes suggestions 

consistent with prior discussions. When this is necessary, always verify client’s 
agreement. 

32:40  Isn’t it interesting you would even somewhat consider putting your body into an 
intimate space with someone who carries those things around 

33:05  I want you to imagine I have just put in your hands a precious little baby called 
Courtney. 

33:42  Your task in loving Courtney is to protect her no matter what. 
33:50  Tears signify beginning of Emotional Bridge 
33:54  Let yourself cry 
33:56  Speak what you are feeling instead of letting tears speak for you. 
34:15  I wouldn’t put my baby in a position like that. 
34:24  Say after me… 
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34:30  Affirmations in Open Eye trance 
34:53  Do you feel the energy shifting? 
35:06  Make a statement…”I have just learned…” 
35:50  No alcohol. No pills. No violence. No anger. 
36:11  Testing client’s understanding & resolve 
36:50  All you need is one good man. 
37:36  Quick story to reinforce intentions (double mastectomy) 
37:53  And the next day her husband came, and he carried her into the shower to wash her. 
38:19  Is that the kind of man you want? 
38:27  Where is the most likely place for you to find men like that? 
38:50  … Definitely not at a party that involves booze, and loud music. 
39:35  Not only have you been shopping in the wrong place, you’ve been buying in the wrong 

place. 
 

Day 1-3   

:20  How do you feel about Clarence now?  
:56  You’re not respecting yourself if you settle. 

1:00  Don’t you think you deserve the best? 
2:06  The sex stuff, it’s a different kind of addiction. 
2:21  First step is to learn to love yourself 
3:08  … That you know you can achieve orgasm with finger stimulation… 
3:27  You have choice. Who’s body is it? 
3:59  Identifying a limiting belief 
4:07  You have the power to confer magic fingers to everybody else 
4:22  In the work we do, the energy that blocks you from being what you want to be is called 

(4:31) Fear 
5:00  That will be your first task, to ask what am I afraid of. It’s (5:08) fear 
5:17  It can respond to any set of fingers that you allow yourself to respond to. 
5:32  I had a lady come in here in a wheelchair. 
6:03  They still have intimacy. He gets it. She doesn’t. Because she can’t feel. 
6:30  While in trance I let her give herself multiple orgasms. 
6:34  Building mental expectancy 
7:07  You can see from her breathing and sweating that she was going through full-blown 

orgasm. 
8:05  Her mind remembers. Her body remembers. 
8:49  Throat chakra 
8:52  Speak instead of cry 
9:04  Tell me now how you feel; in as many ways, as many words 
9:07  How do you feel right this moment? 
9:33  Congruence 
9:41  I can see you mean what you say 

10:07  I like what you’ve taught me 
10:09  What specifically do you like? 
10:12  The client spoke in general terms, “I like what you’ve taught me.” By probing for 

specifics, the therapist can know if the client is drawing accurate conclusions, and the 
client is learning to reflect on her subjective experience.  

10:53  I see a little bit of tears behind the eyes.   Beginning of an Emotional Bridge 
11:12  You are not your past 
11:19  Taking advantage of the Emotional Bridge to communicate affirmations to the 

subconscious 
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11:28  Client owns feelings 
11:54  If there is a man; basically, you’re looking for someone like you. 
12:00  What you want you have to offer first. 
12:39  (Desired traits) translate to money, doesn’t it 
12:45  Set the foundation right. Can’t build a house on sand. 
12:55  Clarify intentions 
13:17  Like you 
13:30  Positive affirmations directed at the subconscious 
13:46  I’ve known people who are professionals. You don’t want to be 10 inches closer 

because they look like they have questionable hygiene. 
14:52  … But a big heart. 
15:17  But what is love? That’s what’s enduring. 
16:14  Today you’ve learned a lot about the foundation of your new life. 
16:43  That came from a client 
16:52  He found his love for digital photography. 
17:44  Since then… He got the job of his dreams, 
18:45  She was right, it was him who needed to change. 
19:19  Pointing out parallel between the story and the client 
19:27  Can I ask you…when your heart, though; it really needs to go pitter-patter when you 

meet someone 
19:36  Is it lust or is it love? 
19:44  You know that. You just answered it very quickly. 
20:01  You can’t have love with someone you do not have emotional intimacy with. 
20:39  A lion doesn’t need to roar 
20:46  So you know in your soul, you don’t need to stand up in a meeting every week to claim 

you are a recovered alcoholic. 
20:57  Recovering 
21:17  Recovered 
21:25  I am recovered 
21:27  Healed 
21:32  Recovery is a choice 
21:43  If you can create it, you can un-create it. 
22:43  My husband and I don’t drink alcohol… 
23:40  C: My house, my rules. My life, my choices. 
23:44  It is empowering 
23:50  You have freedom when you can truly exercise your options. 
24:40  Make a choice. A reasoned choice. 
25:48  Americans are consumers. They are not materialistic. 

  … If you like a particular type of shoes. 
26:35  Cloth diapers… Wash and dry and fold again. 
26:54  Are you a user, or do you love and cherish? 
27:40  … Guilty of not protecting Courtney. 
28:41  Figure out what you want… Then align your actions. 
29:28  Opposites attract, but it’s the differences that drive you nuts. 
29:40  If you look for someone who’s opposite, it will be someone who smokes, drinks, 

swears… 
30:35  I’m not going to do it anymore. It’s disrespectful to myself. 
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Day 1-4   

:20  I want you to just wrap your arms around yourself. 
:43  What are 3 decisions you make for yourself? 
:53  Say it in a positive way. 

1:05  State it in the present tense. 
1:17  In what way do you know you are achieving those things? 
1:27  Operationalizing choices 
1:39  Sentence stems help client clarify intentions. 
2:01  And as you look at this, how do I stay away from these people? 
2:11  Name people you need to stay away from. 
2:44  Who’s left in your circle? 
3:00  Julie, my sponsor. 
3:25  Better to have no friends than to have false friends 
3:49  Strangers will come talk to you even at the airport 
4:26  Your friends are a mirror of your soul 
4:56  You’re exercising your choice. You are responsible for choosing these people as friends 
5:09  My house. My rules. My life. My choices. 
5:23  How do you feel about that? Confirming agreement 
5:27  (Segue) 
5:46  You were not about trusting God 100% 
5:58  C: That I trust God? 10 
6:23  Gently letting client know she is not there yet, but is on the way 
6:38  (aside to students) 
6:46  Open eye trance 
7:00  You know, you will remember everything we just said here. 
7:13  How, and in what way, do you feel different? 
8:01  C: I feel like this is it. 
8:12  You don’t want Clarence. Tell me a little more about that. 
8:45  What is the first thing you’re going to do for yourself today, to love yourself? 
9:00  C: Tea at Starbucks. KT: Okay. That’s your treat. 
9:30  What I want to do is close the session now. I have given you a blank book. 
9:52  Recap in writing to reinforce changes 
9:55  Now, you can write it in any way, any language, that makes sense to you. 

10:34  Couching affirmations in what others will see in the client 
10:43  Now how do you feel about Clarence? 
10:47  Reinforcement of new intentions via repetitiously re-stating them. 
10:56  Note client now needs less prompting to organize intentions 
10:57  You’re willing to give up magic fingers to respect yourself? 
11:05  It is not enough to just get client agreement 
11:12  Client needs to make a clear, specific statement 
11:26  Affirming client’s choice 
11:48  What does that mean for you? 
11:55  It sounds like you’re going to be a different type of mom when you get home. 
13:00  Tomorrow we’re going to work on a different layer. Today we re-furbished your 

basement. 
13:11  So, what kind of garbage did you throw away? 
14:00  C: Loving…kind… KT: Are you all those three things to yourself now? 
14:56  (Aside) We’re going to end the session today 
15:00  Courtney has experienced some very huge shifts in her energy. 
15:35  Dowsing Energy field after session 
16:16  We haven’t worked on those yet. 
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Day 1  
Debrief 1 

  

:20  We are debriefing the session. 
:39  Intake form 

2:10  For 16 years she was a user of crack cocaine. 
3:45  Strong sexual desire 
4:20  Start of debrief 
4:22  SS: I noticed several things you repeat thru the session. What did you just learn about 

yourself? 
4:32  Open eye trance…I’ve had a prior interview with her on the phone 
5:02  Teaching into the subconscious 
5:25  Some things had not worked well for C 
5:41  We are engaged in a very in depth conversation. 
6:28  Until she iterates in her own voice, she hasn’t owned it 
6:37  SS: Another theme. How does that feel? 
7:06  As we speak directly to the subconscious… 
7:23  Engage the amygdala. Have her engaged in being aware of the feelings she is 

experiencing. 
7:47  I taught her something new.  
8:23  I cry when I’m happy. I cry when I’m sad. I related that to a closed throat chakra. 
8:52  So I taught her about that. And engaged her with the question, How do you feel? 
9:29  In words; as well as being aware of what that energy is that she is feeling and having 

words come out 
9:50  As you’re working on the language “How do you love yourself?” When I love myself, I… 

10:25  Some people will call it Gestalt sentencing 
11:03  KAB model; Knowledge, Attitude, Behavior 
11:29  Next step is call to action. 
11:58  For Courtney, to go to Starbucks… clip 
13:20  So the Call for Action…is crucial 
13:42  SS: So you created a stem… 
14:26  Most people are stunted in their ability to express how they feel 

  Emotional language is a language most people are not familiar with. 
15:14  …because I now know the client is telling the truth. (Clip of Congruence) 
16:45  Congruence means I can trust she is telling the truth… Then I go right in and work with 

her. 
17:45  … Multilevel thing all in one sentence. 
17:55  SS: Another think I notice today I haven’t seen before  
18:16  Lust vs. Love, Recovering vs Recovered, Use vs Love and Cherish, Consumerism vs 

Materialism 
18:28  It follows very well with what I just talked about. Precision in the use of language 
19:24  That is a very tight attachment. (AA concept of I won’t forget) 
20:20  I boldly declare you can leave it behind. 
21:22  But when you say you are in recovery, 
22:10  It definitely is a form of reframing. 
22:40  The difference between being struck by lightning and a lightning bug  
23:00  How we say what we say defines our being 
23:08  SS: cognitive dissonance 
23:59  It is in the shaking up, that creates the emotional bridge for change. Change has to be 

uncomfortable.  24:34 Discomfort 
25:00  Are they truly ready for change, or are they still full of excuses? 

  Stir it up a bit. If you don’t, you’re not making any change 
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Day 1  
Debrief 2 

  

:20  To lead the client to own her own problem 
1:15  I have presented a compelling argument that she has lied to herself 
1:33  SS: so my presumption is that…it leads to the Emotional bridge  
1:55  SS: Emerging Abreaction 
2:54  Usually when we speak of abreaction… Eureaction? 
3:51  She was able to attain this kind of multiple orgasm without full penetration  
4:53  It’s almost asking the smoker to give up pleasure 
5:21  It’s a tradeoff. Clip, “Are you willing to disrespect yourself for Magic Fingers?” 
6:20  “Nope, don’t want Clarence.”  
6:50  So part of this process is in educating the client and building value within the client 
7:48  I can say this  --  I have choices I can execute 
8:21  TMR: Courtney would (perseverate). I would always understand 
8:43  (Introduces Tricia as a family member & HT) 
9:21  SS: There is a contradiction, she is experiencing sexual satisfaction through digital 

stimulation, but it is not enough 
10:00  SS: I want more details about that (a la probing) 
10:20  SS: How do you stay in the moment? 
10:32  Analysis Paralysis  
10:58  You must stay in the moment 
11:30  Shut out your analytical brain 

 

Day 1  
Debrief 3 

  

:25  TMR: You asked Courtney, What do you have to offer? 
1:16  TMR: You’re always making sure you’re present; but how do you make sure you do not 

lose your energy? 
1:37  How do you help the client make their wishes and desires specific without leading 

them? 
1:49  There’s some degree of gentle coaxing 
2:12  That’s why some therapists have chosen not to work with clients in certain situations, 

they are not detached 
2:42  To make the client be specific…Keep asking, And that means… 
3:00  I’m going to love myself more. How do you do that?  
3:13  Most people do not know how to express how they feel 
3:31  So when I ask clip, “Do you want to go shopping at Walmart or Neiman-Marcus?” 
5:10  Have them come up with a sense of measurement that makes sense to them. 

Otherwise, how do you know? 
6:12  The kind that Oprah drinks, from Starbucks, is a special treat. 
6:39  You have to look for tangible, concrete, attainable goals 
6:44  Small pieces, In the moment, In the present tense, In a simple sentence 
7:00  SS: Do you have any concerns…trust in God…personal responsibility 
7:43  SS: How does that inform what you go on to next? 
8:45  It is so clear her identity is “I won’t forget” 
9:10  I have seen nothing but success come out of it.  
9:56  You will never drink again. 

10:55  How would you like to forget it? 
11:00  SS: So when she says “I won’t forget” it’s because she believes there’s no alternative. 

  Education process 
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11:31  Informing 
11:38  Power of choice 
11:44  Continuing education 
11:57  Application 
12:50  And the best way to evoke change is to break old patterns 
13:40  She is a very smart woman. 
14:11  Baseline measure using the dowsing rods (clip of energy dowsing) 
14:40  Sometimes I may have run a couple more suggestibility… 

  (clip of chakra dowsing) 
  (clip of chakra dowsing at end) 

15:40  Because she knew, just looking at her face, 
16:36  You have choice. She believed it. She acted on it. 
17:02  Time or meeting client that led to open eye trance? 

  SS: in your process today it just wasn’t the right time to do formal trance. 
18:58  There is a methodology and there is no structure 
20:08  (Reliving trauma) works very well for some, not everyone 
20:31  Dealing with what emerges 
20:44  Esoteric 
21:05  We have to put our own stuff out of the sacred space when working with the client 

  SS: three sessions, 20 hours, whatever…no formal hypnosis 
22:50  Eyes closed or eyes open, they walk away with more than what they expect. 
23:48  You have failed to prep your client. 

 

Day 1  
Debrief 4 

  

:20  Long time ago… (Story of client who came in for weight loss) 
1:00  If after the session, you are not happy with it 

  Ah, you have just lost 4 pounds without 
  … doing anything different other than having a session with me. 

2:54  You must know, and you must truly believe, and what you do 
3:32  When do you know the session is done? 
4:35  She’s at a good place to close it for today. 
5:33  … Because she said I will not date someone who smokes or drinks. Now state it in the 

positive. 
6:30  You let them run their tape until it runs out because they have a huge need to be 

validated. 
7:12  SS: In the tradition hypnosis session, you finish with a count up 
7:35  SS: I see a substitution for the count up. Questions that caused that caused the client to 

verbalize affirmations herself 
  SS: Those questions were… Insert clips… How and in what way do you feel different? 

What’s the first thing you will do to take care of your health/self? What did you throw 
away today? What truths have you learned? 

8:52  My left-handed way of counting up 
  The right-handed way of counting up is what we’ve always known. 

9:55  I’m doing this. (shaking left hand) 
10:48  There’s this little boy who keeps throwing stones for fun. (To create emotion while 

singing) 
11:50  What better way than for the client to come up with her own verbiage. 
12:34  5 buckets  
13:04  TMR: I was ready, and she was done. 
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Day 2-1   
:20  Good morning. This is day 2. 
:43  Nervous = Expending energy toward a negative outcome 

1:07  How would you describe the feeling. Excited? Yes, you are so smart. 
1:17  Rephrase 
1:38  Change a word – Use the same emotional energy 
1:48  Changing energy from negative to positive is empowering 
2:03  Say it again, you are recovered. C: I am a recovered person. KT: And that means… 
2:52  I feel happy with myself. I feel content. I feel peaceful. I feel excited about life. 

  After I had babies, my skin… (May I? KT taking picture of Mary’s skin) 
3:23  (Inserted pictures of pigmentation) 

  Energy medicine. When you have that sort of skin pigmentation it’s called a dark cloud 
(4:04) 

4:42  What happened with the birth of your, what’s the name of your first child? 
4:39  i.e., Exploring the possibility of an initiating event 

  I don’t know if I even fell in love with the baby because he was always on drugs 
5:58  How did you meet him? 

  Leave the addict word behind 
6:06  You married a recovering addict 
6:19  No longer an addict 
7:04  Hi. I’m Courtney…and I am… 
7:09  Rehearsing new identity 

  I am excited about life and happy to be here with Dr. Kweethai. 
7:22  Claiming new identity 
7:36  Congruence 
7:48  I am Courtney. I am strong and confident. Affirming new identity 
8:25  Are they tears of joy, or tears of sadness? 

  It’s all about you. Claim it. How do you feel? 
8:57  Giving voice to emotions 
9:11  I came on this journey with, um, knowing that when I was a child I was abused. 

  It got me through a lot. I’d been praying all night to God. 
9:59  And how would you propose to help them? 

10:27  I was middle daughter, too. 
  My little baby sister, she has legs that go on forever. 
  You may not be schooled, but you are smart. 
  (Schooled vs Educated) 

12:17  Universe-City 
12:27  … Lots of degrees after their name but they don’t know anything. 

  From being here, I feel the most fortunate 
13:22  Limiting Beliefs 

  So my job is to tear down your limiting beliefs. 
14:20  Who’s been the judge? 

  What a crock 
14:36  Identifying self-betraying behaviors 
15:05  What have you just learned? 

  So what are you going to stop, I didn’t hear it. 
15:42  With a friend like you, who needs enemies? 

  I have judged the shit out of myself. 
16:00  Note the tears 
16:11  Flip the coin 
16:41  Make a statement. I can… I can be strong. 
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16:57  Affirmations in Open Eye trance 
17:09  True? 
17:12  Confirming agreement with affirmations 
17:18  I don’t need a man. Period. 
17:58  Tears of joy 

  The tears just washed away all the grime that you pile upon yourself. 
  I’m not lying to you, in that I’m telling you you just learned something 

18:41  You learn something and immediately put it to use 
19:28  Breaking a limiting belief 
19:43  Do you know the song Amazing Grace? 

  (Courtney begins to sing Amazing Grace.) 
20:27  Was blind but now I see. Isn’t that great? Personal revelation 
20:47  You have sight – insight and outsight 
21:18  NO = New Options 

  When someone says no, I say Great 
21:49  First have to know what you really want 

  I remember as a child (story of going with mother to the market and negotiating for a 
stone) 

23:04  What will it take? 
23:33  Grandfather did not believe in sending girls to school. 
23:51  So what can you do to earn the $.50? 
24:30  Until the list of things I promised to do came to the amount of money to acquire the 

stone 
24:44  My mom said, I will buy the stone but you can’t have it. 
24:57  Can’t afford = Don’t deserve 

  Their (KT’s children) work is valued. So your work is valued. 
  Still teach the class. It’s not always about money. 

26:44  No respect = No dignity = No honor 
26:49  When you have on honor, you have everything. 
27:02  (Continues) I honor what God wanted me to bring 

  So I can free you for a new path, a new job. 
28:37  There are lots of Dr. Kweethai’s rules. 
28:41  Not allowed to beat yourself up 
29:27  What are you sorry about? You didn’t cause the rain. 
30:27  What would you do differently now? 
30:40  How is that different? 
31:15  I know I’m an excellent cook. 
32:00  Your children should learn how to cook 

 

Day 2-2      

:20  (Continues) there are many ways to be educated 
:28  … How to read and write after my father died. She was widowed at 44. 

1:17  It took her years. I still have tapes of her singing classical Chinese opera. 
1:23  The point is that learning can occur at any age, but it requires diligence and persistence. 
2:00  So there is much you can teach your children, because you are a pretty amazing woman 
2:18  Before Thank You…Yes 
2:55  Language Re-Patterning 
3:04  It is not enough to be thankful for compliments. The client needs to ‘own’ her positive 

traits. 
  Courtney, you are beautiful. Yes. (aside) she’s getting it 
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3:41  Affirmations in open eye trance 
4:05  It’s like trying on a new dress. Look at her. 
4:20  Say after me, I am not my past 
4:50  I’m not going to buy new clothes until I lose 10 pounds. 
5:00  If you say that, it really means, Courtney you are not good enough, right this minute, 

and I don’t like you, I don’t accept you 
5:27  It’s hard sometimes for me to accept this old body. 
5:56  Today, he is beautifully naked on the head 
6:26  Part of being healthy & happy is to be flexible 
6:30  Be flexible 
6:38  The key word is Stuck 
7:12  (Relating story of Viktor Frankl) 
7:58  Everything can be taken from a man but one thing: the last of the human freedoms—to 

choose one’s attitude in any given set of circumstances, to choose one’s own way. 
8:39  What are some things you are going to do to live free? 
9:34  You can be anything you want to be 

10:17  You can go dancing. Are there dance lessons? 
10:18  Exploring options 
10:37  Sing me something 
10:59  (Courtney singing Amazing Grace) 
11:20  (Duet) 

  (Continues) 
12:37  Notice how your energy changed as you sang it the second time? 
12:45  Do it again 
13:28  You want to practice singing that every day 
14:12  If the (emotions) don’t come out, they stay (in the cheeks) and create a shadow 
14:15   Look at her face. It seems lighter now. 
14:31  Repressed energies 
15:15  … Going to send Courtney to vocal Academy 
15:20  It’s not a singing contest 
15:37  I want you to get to know your voice 
16:15  You don’t need anyone’s permission 
17:02  Can’t 
17:10  Can 
17:15  All you have to do is say I can do this. 
17:41  Choose Life 
17:53  I choose life right now 
18:04  What is one song… That song, Amazing Grace 
18:21  (singing) 

  Like my singing teacher says… 
  So, I know when my mom learned to sing… 

18:56  It’s inspiring in that you can do whatever you want to do 
19:01  When I was a little girl (story of imagining turning steel rods into sewing needles) 
20:22  His children were going to be educated, even though he was denied that. 
20:27  There is meaning in life if you make meaning of life 
20:55  I have a better option 
21:12  Are you ready to have a new life? 
21:22  (Preparing for trance session)  
21:29  What do you know about hypnosis? 
21:42  No need to agree or disagree with client’s knowledge. Explanation is still given  
22:07  You can look at it and talk about it without suffering it again 
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22:44  Trance induction 
23:00  I’m going to enjoy this. 
23:55  Relaxation 
24:00  This is your own body working for you 
24:30  Space between your belly button and your spine 
24:45  Locate that spot of light for me 
25:03  This is the light of your soul 
25:29  … Becomes more intense and brighter 
26:30  Now I want you to spin it 
26:40  Manipulating it in different ways fixes it firmly in the imagination 
27:06  Deepening 
27:25  Give it another spin and this time turn it yellow 
28:10  Tell me when it is blue 
29:17  Connecting mind to body 
29:30  Give it another spin and turn it purple 
30:07  Spin it and raise the temperature 
30:29  Take a deep breath. I want you to send this ball down to your big right toe 
30:55  Make the ball vibrate and raise the temperature 
31:30  Now take it to two 
32:30  You can definitely distinguish that it is feeling very different from… 
33:25  Changing physiology 
33:30  At your own time take it to 10 
34:30  Hotter and hotter. Go for it. 
35:22  What you have just succeeded in doing is being in control of your body. 
35:30  Did you feel distinctly hot in the toe? 
35:42  If you can do that to your toe, you can do it to other parts of your body. 

 

Day 2-3   

:20  Are you ready to take the next lesson? 
:27  We have discovered we don’t need a guy to have an orgasm 
:37  Taking ownership 
:48  Generalizing marble effect 
:58  If the marble can burn your toe, it can also excite you in any way you want. 

1:04  Ask for agreement 
2:03  It’s soothing 
2:04  Creating safe space 
2:23  Courtney is coming home to you 
2:26  Client is regaining her sense of self 
2:34  Guiding ‘adult’ Courtney to rescue ‘child’ Courtney 
2:54  Feel that comfort within your body 
3:07  Courtney will never abandon you 
3:24  10 is the best orgasm you are ever going to experience   Establishing arousal indicator 
3:52  It feels good, doesn’t it. 
4:52  Enjoy six for a while 
5:00  Pink is color of heart chakra – denoting love 
5:20  What does 7 sound like? 
5:23  Bring in other senses to enhance the imagination 
5:55  Take it to eight 
6:09  Safe to comfort self 
6:29  Orangy red – 1st and 2nd chakra 
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6:50  What color is nine?       
6:58  Gold and orange 
7:53  You’re getting in touch with yourself 
8:53  You can do this 
9:20  (10) 
9:53  Focus. It feels wonderful right after. 

10:42  Take to 9   Re-Conditioning 
  Feel your whole body responding. 

11:56  Is it good? Yes. 
12:08  Cleared channels 
12:44  Warm & Safe 
12:50  You’re warm and you’re safe 
12:57  Gold   3rd chakra  --  self worth 
13:12  If you have to make a sound, what would it sound like? 
13:26  Continuing to engage multiple senses 
13:47  … Never felt this peace before. What an achievement! 
14:44  Say after me, I am Courtney   Affirmations 
14:48  Positive Conditioning 
14:50  Because I can… 
15:05  Every day and in every way 
16:08  Trance termination 
16:16  Counting up 
16:25  Post-hypnotic Conditioning 
16:41  Gently open your eyes 
16:56  Who do I remind you of? 
17:21  Credit to the client 
17:34  (aside) This is the formal trance session 
17:53  What number do you feel right now? 
18:23  Before and After pics of ‘clouds’ on face 
18:50  … Clouds. Let’s talk about it. 
18:54  Post-trance debrief 
19:15  To need something means without which you cannot survive 
19:52  You’ve got a magic marble. 
20:39  What does ignoring your vagina mean for you? 
20:44  Such questioning educates the client to reflect on, analyze and understand her feelings 
20:53  Just like buying a car without test driving it? 
21:36  Though formal trance was terminated, session continues in open eye trance 
21:58  So knowing that you like your vagina, what new choices are you making for yourself? 
22:02  Guiding client to new choices 
22:53  Offering options and possibilities 
23:03  Followed by Call to Action 
23:22  No one was using hands. 
23:51  You deserve better. 
23:56  Positive suggestions 
24:39  What you’ve just learned, you own. 
24:54  I can do that. Close your eyes. 
24:59  Reinforcement 
25:40  Notice hip movement 
25:51  Feeling pretty good? Make the sounds that match. 
26:18  Louder 
26:49  Obvious you went to 10 
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27:23  Now you know how to control your body 
27:53  If you want to stop your hand from hurting 
28:11  (Tooth extraction thumb) 
28:22  (Firewalking picture) 
28:43  Guiding client to claim her skill 
28:57  I know you were moving a little bit, but you were responding to the feeling 
29:38  It’s not just about sexuality 
29:51  It was a lie that you think only Mr. magic fingers… 
30:24  My house, my rules. My body, my choice. 
30:38  Now, in relationship to all the unfortunate experiences with your father 
30:52  It was a very bad thing what he did to you. 
31:03  You are not a bad person because something bad happens to you. 
31:24  Why are you still carrying it? 
31:48  Clean house 
31:53  Life is too short to carry relationships that do not bring you joy. 
32:50  Until they are grown up and then you do not have to relate to them anymore. 
33:18  If you are too much attached to things and people, very soon you are stuck 
33:30  Now you sing again for me 
34:09  You notice now that you sang through it 

 

Day 2  
Debrief 1 

  

:20  We are debriefing 
:36  Why did you go there (dark) now? 

  SS: You haven’t asked what she wants 
2:30  I did set her up. I asked the question in a different way.  
2:47  She said she was nervous 
4:15  So I’ve set her up to be excited about a positive change 

  Now, If I had set her up, and said I’m going to let you have four orgasms in a row… 
  Client will find that rather incredulous 

6:00  Use her mind to teach her self many positive things 
6:55  SS: You move forward with the session…without projecting an outcome 
7:00  SS: I think that is a particular problem for beginning hypnotherapists 
7:15  Leading the client instead of seeing where it goes 
7:20  Back up to first session…(filling out contract) 
7:30  The person has to read through it, has to write the responses, and put some thought 

into some of the responses 
8:33  I plan to do my best work and give her the best outcome. 
9:30  I could see in the very last segment 

10:30  The third segment of (a typical) day, I put client in formal trance 
11:05  TMR: You were raising the numbers… 
11:26  No one has asked if I get aroused when I watch my client get aroused 
12:00  Certain danger for men 
12:28  … And women too. If you are not comfortable with your own sexuality… 
13:17  You have told many family stories, particularly stories of your mother (clip) 
13:47  What do I see in the stories I tell that benefit the clients 
14:12  Clip of client mentioning sister’s education 
15:05  The stories I told her today form a scaffolding 
16:26  My mother found herself suddenly at 44…  
17:26  She made a whole new life for herself. 
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17:33  I wanted that to be a story of inspiration. 
17:45  She has a lot more resources than my mom had. 
18:11  Clips of singing. See the difference in energy 
19:30  So, we have the stories 
19:40  SS: You’re checking for understanding without asking Did you understand? 
19:50  Call to action is a very important way to determine if the client understood 
20:30  Check for congruence 
21:07  Now that you know this, what are you going to do about it?    
21:48  She is very insightful, very intuitive 
22:35  TMR: Why did you choose a marble. KT: what would you choose? 
23:43  I use a marble because, if it is a golf ball it is too big for your toe. 
24:35  It is all about the client 
25:25  I know if I bring her in and measure her, the first chakra, second chakra, 
26:19  If you are in any doubt you have not attained this level of rapport… 

 

Day 2  
Debrief 2 

 SS: … Definition of it, because it may not be familiar to many people 

:20  Language Re-Patterning   This has nothing to do with NLP 
1:05  SS: A lot is also self communication 
1:28  Language of Change 
1:39  Positive 
1:45  Present tense 
1:49  Simple sentences 
1:52  Clear & Specific 
2:15  You’re not a sorry person anymore, because you don’t have to apologize Clip 
3:35  Teaching the client to respect herself is important 
3:59  Let me buy you lunch and we are square. Take responsibility 
4:32  SS: Build a new life with a new set of eyes, new language  
4:39  TMR: You started right away with metaphors. Santa Claus Clip 
5:29  TMR: You are not a public toilet  
5:50  It’s okay to use powerful Images. It seems crude to some people 
7:37  TMR: Explanation of skin pigmentation 
7:54  I suspect he stopped having sex with her after the second child. 
8:25  TMR: comments on C difficulty singing at first 
8:52  I didn’t say it was bad. There is nothing good or bad about it. 
9:13  TMR: negative connotation to telling C she was feeling sorry for herself  
9:40  SS: So that makes it an objective versus a subjective…observation 

10:24  She was singing in her head, even though she couldn’t vocalize it 
10:40  If you are a musician you understand. 
11:40  But I see joy in her music  
11:53  TMR: You don’t need a man (insights) 
12:19  TMR: Who do I remind you of? 
13:00  Why do you think I asked that question? 
13:22  SS: To reinforce fake-it-till-you-make-it in the client  
14:02  SS: The response is, you do have these things 
14:35  These are characteristics you wish for yourself 
17:00  TMR: one of the light bulb moments Clip of Courtney accepting ‘recovered’ 
18:33  Client accepts this whole new idea Recovered instead of in Recovery 
19:35  And you see the lotus flower bloom 
20:34  TMR: (Husband) sees her as a diagnosis  (no one sees her) 
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22:08  Conditioning - Reconditioning 
22:35  Don’t need a man to do that 

 

Day 3-1   

:20  Singing Amazing Grace with piano    
:29  Is it hurting your ears? 
:39  Am I like Florence Jenkins? (famous tone-deaf singer) 

2:14  …for our third session 
2:46  How do you feel inside right now? 
3:07  C: I learned that I’m going to love myself 
4:05  What does it feel like inside right now… In as many words as you can imagine 
4:51  List 3 things you want to do when you return 
5:06  C: I want to clear my house and bring in new furniture 
6:11  Who gets to stay? 
6:56  Do you have anything to do with your father? 
7:06  C: I do it out of guilt. It’s the right thing to do. K: do you like your father? 
7:26  Radical honesty 
7:52  Note energy shift 
7:58  Let’s explore that energy of guilt 
8:15  (Placing blanket on Courtney) 
8:19  The very big deal in the last 2 days is that you’ve found voice. 
8:50  You’re entitled to feel the way you feel. 
9:09  If the self says yes, then right now it’s very hard to like someone you don’t like. 

10:06  You can change the temperature in your toe   Reinforcing new insights 
10:40  …wanted to take my prescribed medication (Xanax) 
11:04  Ask if your physician is willing to work with you to moderate the medications so that, if 

it is your goal, someday… 
12:08  You’ve heard it (singing) before in your head. 
12:23  It’s glorious 
12:38  So what we want to do today is clean up all your spiritual garbage 
12:55  Gaining permission for formal trance 
12:57  Close your eyes 
13:06  Trance induction 
13:08  And just allow your body, you know how to allow your body to relax. 
13:26  Progressive relaxation 
14:08  And notice it actually feels good 
15:09  And your chest relax 
16:08  You can stop wiggling now because the energy is adequately spread throughout your 

whole body 
16:26  (wiggling continues in right elbow) 
16:42  Deepening 
17:05  With each number I count you go even deeper 
17:49  Top of a flight of stairs 
18:07  Even deeper into relaxation, is that all right with you? 
19:06  Knob or handle? 
19:21  Let you soul take you to where you need to heal most today 
20:10  What are you wearing? 
20:14  This questioning helps client place herself vividly in the scene 
20:27  With details, she now knows age 
20:39  Be the 5 year old Courtney 
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20:48  Change in face as abreaction begins 
21:09  What are you scared of? 
21:23  They sit on me 
21:29  They lay on me 
21:33  They put their body on me and they stink 
21:46  As your grown up self, put yourself in that space 
21:55  Recovering child self 
22:00  That I love her 
22:02  Gestalt dialog 
22:06  C: You’re going to be okay 
22:23  Adult self saving child self 
23:06  C: I’m going to make it up to you 
23:38  Bring this little girl’s soul back into your soul 
23:41  Soul retrieval 
23:36  And goes back to all the places that are missing 
23:55  Red, 1st chakra 

  There is no more doubt who you are 
25:02  Feeling whole 
25:21  Your fears are gone 
25:51  Tell me when your father is there. C: He’s here  

 

Day 3-2   

:00  Bringing father into consciousness 
:20  With the missing pieces of your soul restored… 
:35  Now you’re strong. Now you’re whole. What you want to say to this man? 
:45  Confronting father 
:49  Bill. Talk to him. “Bill…” 

1:00  Empowering client to speak her truth 
1:13  Checking for congruence 
1:50  C: You use people. You manipulate people. 
1:53  Speak to YOUR experience with him 
2:47  C: You F’d up my life. You F’d me so bad. 
3:14  Helping clarify feelings 
3:42  C: you’re not a father. K: you’re a really bad person. 
3:49  Let it all out. Tell him all the things you have wanted to say. 
4:12  Shoot him up with a gun 
4:30  (machine gun) 
4:55  You can slap him if you want 
5:39  C: I shall not be silent anymore 
5:49  Are you willing to forgive yourself for letting yourself suffer so long? 
6:00  Affirmation to support forgiveness 
6:35  C: listen to your beautiful voice 
7:14  Gaining agreement with affirmations 
7:28  Soul retrieval 
7:42  C: … And without my knowledge. K: I was just a child. 

  Tapping forehead 
8:35  My belly and my vagina 
9:16  Gold energy returning – 3rd chakra – Self worth  
9:33  C: I love you. K: God loves you. 

10:29  Continuation of Soul Retrieval 
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  C: I returning to you… K: … Every part of your soul 
  You’re gonna have to earn it. 

12:15  Asking for agreement 
12:33  C: … Back to you. K: … With my compassion 
13:34  Make space for new blessings 
13:34  C: it’s complete. K: very good. 
14:40  Affirmations 
15:20  Notice conviction 
15:32  You feel a sense of peace within you that you have never felt before 
15:49  Joy is Purple – 6th chakra – Soul’s purpose 
16:35  What are those colors? It went from purple…   Green – Heart chakra – Love  
16:53  Orange – 2nd chakra - Sexuality 
17:27  Find that light that hangs between your belly button and your spine 
17:35  Very good. And you can make it do whatever you want. 
17:51  Phrase of Amazing Grace 
18:33  That’s wonderful. Now take a deep breath and… 
18:38  Beginning of trance termination 
18:56  Reinforcement of prior affirmations 
19:36  So as you step forward into your new life 
19:52  Counting up 
20:14  You no longer carry all the scabs and scars of all your unpleasant circumstances in the 

past. 
20:58  Who do I remind you of? 
21:14  I want you to stand up (for dowsing) 
21:30  Put your arms up 
21:36  Your energy field is this big now 
21:42  Now check to see if we cleared blockages 
21:47  Third eye is clear 
21:49  Throat is clear 
21:52  Heart is clear 
21:55  Solar plexus is clear 
21:58  Second chakra is clear 
22:00  And first chakra clear 
22:02  You are all in order now 
22:12  That closes our session today 
22:20  Post-session debrief 
22:21  How do you feel? 

  Your throat is clear 
  C: I feel wonderful 
  … Someone has turned on the lights for you. 

23:52  It feels gone…discarded 
  Let go of your own baggage. 
  So there are many things for you to do from now on. 

27:00  A wonderful, healthy life.   Re-stating intentions 
  You are no longer recovering from anything. 

28:21  Ready to go and take on the world. 
29:22  The work is not magic, but it is magical. That the work between client… 
29:29  Only God can heal 
29:35  Amazing Grace 
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Day 3  
Debrief 1 

  

:20  This is session 3 (debrief) 
:50  SS: … For the purpose of what you accomplished today, because we don’t want to 

predict what will happen.  
1:17  Incest 
1:58  Relationships that don’t seem to work out 
2:15  Sexless marriage 
2:48  Figuring out what to start with first 
2:58  She’s had this boyfriend who was able to digitally bring about an orgasm 
3:25  No sex unless drunk or stoned 
3:40  Recovering addict 
3:58  Where would you begin with a client like that?   SS: First day was Owning 
4:20  She said she took 95% of responsibility (for her relationships) 
4:40  I baselined her. Clip of dowsing 
5:05  Clip of first singing with impinged voice 
5:35  I used the power of the orgasm clip of orgasm   … Demonstrate to her as a major 

convincer… 
6:27  Do you masturbate? Clip “I do, but it doesn’t work” 
6:43  Magic Fingers 
7:15  … That spot of light that hangs in her lower dantian 
8:10  Clip of C: “My house my rules. My body my choices” 
8:45  I don’t need a man to define me. 
9:00  That’s…new   When she came to that conclusion, she suddenly… 

10:03  Overlay of singing with piano.  
11:00  To her, she has heard her voice inside her head 
11:39  Overlay of the abreaction 
12:00  The most crucial person for her to recover her spirit from is her father. 
12:40  Yang Chi 
13:00  … Still standing on the table but the tablecloth is gone. 
13:44  TMR: You’re asking questions   Clip leading to revelation C is 5  
14:28  I don’t TRY anything 
15:20  She knows exactly how old she was.   Overlay of start of the abreaction    
15:39  Look at her face… sobbing face   
16:09  We never talked about how old she was when her father violated her. 
16:30  TMR: Feet shaking    
17:10  … And it’s a good question; I don’t see that very often in clients. 
18:20  TMR: Tapping on shoulder…so is there a type of energy?    
19:18  Acupressure points here and here and here (tapping points) 
20:19  TMR: What is the significance of gold? 
20:49  Worth Less 
21:06  They will tell me what those colors are. 
21:50  Dream client…She’s determined that she is going to leave here… 
22:40  Client must come to client believing you are their last resort… And they still keep 

coming back to you no matter what you do 
24:07  I don’t go out and chase clients. I take one client at a time 
24:40  SS: Day 2 theme…notion of being able to change 
25:09  Clip, Day 2, Who do I remind you of? 
25:30  Clip, Day 3, Who do I remind you of? 
25:49  Things she felt most lacking when she came in 
26:45  16 years; subjecting herself to saying I am an addict. 
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  Let me show you how you have… (to debunk limiting beliefs) 
 

Day 3  
Debrief 2 

  

:20  Finding a skill for the client and helping her own that skill 
:52  First help them break their limiting beliefs 

  You have to show her how to exercise that 
2:20  Leading questions  :  Probing questions 
3:06  SS: the difference between convincers and convincing 
3:12  Convincing = Argument 
3:22  Convincer leads the client 
4:02  I can make your mind create a blister in your toe. 
4:27  Convincer 

  SS: … The therapist is coming up with the visualization 
6:00  I believe it’s and NLP term 
6:35  The Lemon Test 
6:39  Slice of lemon in your mouth 
7:02  Glued Eyes Test 
7:39  If I tell you now, from this moment forward, you will never smoke again… 

  SS: I realize now I was using the wrong terminology 
9:31  SS: … I’m trying to convince you my way of thinking is right. 

10:06  Convincing = Process 
10:08  Convincer = Result 

  SS: … I’m presenting a compelling argument. 
11:19  Don’t sell  :  Create an opportunity to buy 
11:25  I’m having a conversation with the client. The client is stuck here. I’m worthless. 
12:25  At this point, when she says, I’m not lucky like my sister 
13:25  So in that moment I have created for her… 
14:44  … Mix your stuff in it, and yet you’re telling a very personal story 
16:06  If Courtney was your client, how would you do your sessions with her? 

  If she can learn something well enough to perform in public 
  You’ve seen a lot of my work. You’ve studied with me. 
  The better way to do; if you jump right into the sexual abuse; 

17:36  So the 95% don’t mean anything 
18:27  TMR: you could see the strength that was trying to fill her body will 
18:51  Courage & Strength 
19:00  The difference between hypnotherapy and conventional therapy… 
19:04  You don’t necessarily have to always just deal with the trauma. 
19:29  In this case it is apparent; it seems all the client wants… 
20:26  … Leave that as a rhetorical question. 
20:34  TMR asks about KT waving arm during soul retrieval. Clip 
21:33  Clip of machine gunning 
21:50  You were not even able to say an angry word to him. 
22:36  But in owning her hurt, she owned the healing. 

  …That whole piece. I’m surprised nobody talked about it. 
  … Neutralize the negative effects it has on you. 
  … In this whole session, it takes so much energy, because I am intensely… 
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This document is associated with the video series, Case Study, Healing from the Trauma of Incest. It is subject to the 

same restrictions, admonitions and limitations related to copyright, client confidentiality and professional ethics.  

The contents of this document were transcribed or conceived by Dr. Steve Stork, EdD. Questions or suggestions can be 

directed to Dr Stork at steve.stork@att.net.  

As noted in the introduction, this is a work in progress. If you would like to be notified when an updated version 

becomes available, use the same email address to make that request.  
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